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Abstract

A relationship between academia and industry can benefit not only universities and private corporations, but society as a whole. Universities gain insights into industry challenges, businesses participate in undertakings that take innovation to the next level, professors obtain valuable resources to support their research and academic endeavors, students foster authentic partnerships with industry professionals while solving real-life problems, and society progresses with innovative solutions to the problems it faces.

The seminar is informed by personal experiences from academia and industry. It will address some of the most commonly asked questions; why should we partner with industry, what businesses are most likely to partner with academia, how to communicate with industry partners, and how to establish a successful partnership with industry? The seminar will further explore the transition from academia to industry, specifically how to find a job after graduation, when to begin a job search, what international students should keep in mind in this process, to name just a few.

Academia and industry have developed their unique cultures. In order for the partnership to be successful, professionals from both sides need to understand and overcome the differences. Those include, but are not limited to the following: pace of work, short-term vs long-term goals, short-term vs long-term benefits, language, culture and methodology. With a right approach, academia can explain benefits of partnership to industry partners.
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